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      Our Nation is passing through the COVID-19 Pandemic second wave, affecting
human life in abundance. We are fighting for survival using all possible sources.
The situation is limiting choices to “do or die” only. This year we did remarkable
work in the event of the Covid-19 pandemic. We have been active in all domains of
Social needs including catastrophic disasters and natural Calamities since the day
of our inception in 2011.Nine years of tough field-level interventions, most of which
being in disaster forefronts, have gifted us with a perfect team of trained
Volunteers, ever ready on call within no time to do their part. 

        This year, our social service activities have been concentrated on the
prevention and rescue activities in connection with the Covid-19 pandemic. Since
the initial Corona Outbreak, we have been doing our part, cleaning and sanitizing
the public places, putting Hand Washing stations in relevant locations, distributing
masks and sanitisers for the needy, distributing food kits for those who are really in
need, distributing medicines for poor patients who are unable to meet the
treatment expenses, rendering our available Buses to the Healthcare workforce
and supporting persons under home isolation in their identified unmet needs.

      Combined with the fulfilment of formal protocols and standards; a handful of
programs with special reference to disaster management for the various
stakeholder platforms of the organization were planned and conducted in a more
enthusiastic and emergency manner like never before. 

      By gaining from the useful consequences of granting more information,
abilities, and clever hands, we are impeding fostering our services so that it stays
the predetermination of same-minded individuals in the skylines of selfless service. 

      The excitement and idealistic grins in the appearances stay the best
compensations in our excursion. We endeavour to stay a Guiding light to every one
of those out of luck and have faith in the limits of people, families and gatherings
to search and discover their methods with needed least help towards the
perpetual arrangement of the issue confronted. Thus, we occupied with the limit
building measure with prime selfless service; which was discovered to be more
viable in tackling and solving the community problems.

Warmest Regards,

President, Sevakiran Charitable Society

Forward
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     Sevakiran has been spreading the bliss of empowerment, prosperity and
wisdom along with upholding humane values which transform the society into
an integrated and sustainable one.  An integrated and sustainable society can
only be achieved through serving the poor, marginalized and unrecognized
sections of the society by filling the gap between the social, cultural, economic
as well as health-related needs and what they actually have. Equal harmony
should be achieved through the promotion and strengthening of society
towards sustainable development. Sevakiran is moving forward on the path
toward the achievement of its objectives. It cannot be possible without the
support and cooperation of our stakeholders. We are expecting the same 

Spirits ever high..!!
Sevakiran Team
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Message

    The Sevakiran Charitable Society has been registered under the Travancore-
Cochin Literary Scientific and Charitable Society Act with registration No. ER-
548/11. Sevakiran is working with the objective of integrated and overall
development of the society, with a specific orientation to their social cultural
and economic fields. By deriving inspiration from Indian heritage, epics,
culture and traditions, Sevakiran proposes to usher in a world of equality,
justice and fraternity in our society, for which a large number of volunteers are
working without any profit motive and are committed to achieving our goals.
The inauguration of the Sevakiran Charitable Society was held on 29th June
2011 and an executive committee of 13 members was constituted to lead the
organization. Till then; we remain a ray of hope for the marginalized and less
privileged groups of society and a potential source of services for the needy.

ABOUT US



Our Vision

“Integrated and Sustainable society with humane values through
care as well as spreading the bliss of prosperity, empowerment and
wisdom”

Our Mission

“To serve the poor, marginalized and unorganized sections of
the society with equal  harmony through promoting and
strengthening  them for sustainable development.”
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To ensure a healthy and safe economy through environmental protection.
To promote and protect traditional lifestyle, culture and conventional
agricultural practices in tribal communities.
To mobilize, organize and create awareness among women, the need for
education, self–reliance, self-dependence and development
To strengthen families to reduce family friction.
To build the capacity of youth, women and tribes
To develop Personality and Soft skills, in women and children through
training and Entrepreneurship development programs
To rehabilitate abandoned children and provide innovative child welfare
programs
Promote vocational skills of tribal communities for alternative means of
livelihood through innovative practices.

Objectives

Objectives
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Our Intervention  Areas

1. Rural Development 

2. Women, Child and 
Family Development

3. Tribal welfare  (VAIBHAV)

4. Healthcare  Support 
Programmes

5. Disaster Management (SMART)
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Our Intervention  Areas

1. Rural Development 

2. Women, Child and Family Development

Career guidance support for youth 
 Capacity building& skill development towards employability of youth
 Promotion of organic farming for livelihood support
 Family livelihood support 
GramaVikas Samitis

What we do: Ensuring villages are better ever places to live in.
 

Grama Seva Samiti Thrikkariyoor

What we do:  Ensuring the holistic development of two wards of
NellikuzhiGramapanchayath. A centre is opened for 

Institutional and daycare services for children at PragathiBalabhavan
Rehabilitation of Abandoned Children from Marginalized communities
Advocacy services to protect Children's Rights 
Support programmes for children in difficult circumstances of
domestic violence 

Programmes with a special focus on the girl child
Developing a national system of education with values and culture
Facilitating education of tribal children to develop a society of
responsible citizens
Honouring Children for Bravery
Honouring the artistic talents of children
Seminars and symposiums for the holistic development of children
and parents

What we do:  Ensuring that women are not falling behind in education,
vocations or family life.

Pragathi Balabhavan

Vivekananda Vidyalayam
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Mobilize, organize and create awareness among women about the
need for education, self-reliance and development
Promote vocational skills of women for alternative means of livelihood
Motivate potential women entrepreneurs to help in income-
generating activities for women and micro-enterprises.
Strengthen family bonds to reduce instances of broken families and
single parenthood
Organize meetings, seminars exhibitions and training to promote the
exchange of knowledge and solution for social problems affecting
women

Sevakiran Women Empowerment Society for Total Integrity
(SWESTI)

Educational support
Inclusion and technical assistance for tribal people to enter central and
state schemes.
 Skill training for students and youth towards employability
Coaching for competitive exams

Tribal community hall
Tribal cultural centre
Drinking water supply scheme

Treatment assistance for the identified needy from the tribal
communities
Support for indigenous farming methods through group farming
Support for promoting the production and sale of indigenous forms of art
and handicrafts.

3. Tribal welfare  (VAIBHAV)

Tribal Students Development Programme (TSDP)

What We Do: Ensuring that no child among the tribes in the age group of 5
to 24 fails, drops out or discontinues studies for whatsoever reason

Locality development

What we do: Work towards better homes, green energy, drinking water and
conveyance to improve life in isolated locations. 
·Welfare programmes in the field of health and sanitation
·Infrastructure development support for isolated tribal communities

Social Welfare programmes

What we do: Ensuring Livelihood through indigenous farming, traditional
forms of arts and crafts, interventions towards better health and elderly life
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4. Healthcare  Support Programmes

5. Disaster Management (SMART)

Counselling services: Ashakiran Family Counseling Centre
Individual counselling
Family counselling
Pre-marital counselling
Substance dependence and behavioural disorder counselling

Preventive measures towards seasonal air/water/vector-borne diseases
through community mobilization and action.
Awareness to promote blood donation and organ donation
Awareness programmes for women and children on health and hygiene
Awareness among schoolchildren of dental hygiene
Awareness for ageing persons and vulnerable groups on lifestyle
diseases
Awareness for all on environmental hygiene and the need for plastic
minimization
Medical camps in selected specialities as identified by communities. 
Promotion of AYUSH streams for healthcare towards cost-effective
promotive health 
Provision for mobility aids for persons living with disabilities

What we do: Ensure that the health of individuals and families is not
affecting their social well-being, earning power and successful ageing.

Health awareness programmes

Vivekananda Yoga Kendram
SANJEEVANI blood donation forum

Preparedness- early intervention training
Disaster risk reduction measures at disaster locations
Awareness programmes for the general public towards disaster
preparedness
Rehabilitation and development of resilience among disaster-affected
communities
Healthcare management of disaster-affected communities

Sevakiran Disaster Management and Rescue Team



Republic day Celebration

Dental Medical Camp

Unarv (Seminar)

COVID – 19 
Preventive Activities
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Yoga Day Celebration 

Deepavali 
Kudumbasangamam
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Republic day Celebration

  Pragathi Balbhavan celebrated
Republic Day following Covid
protocol. Ward member Shobha
Radhakrishnan hoisted the National
flag. Balabhavan Vice President K K
Suresh delivered the Republic Day
message. Children's Committee
Secretary Ajesh K welcomed and
President Rijil K gave vote of thanks.

   As a part of the dental treatment
program, the Public Health Dentistry
Department of Nellikuzhi Indira Gandhi
Institute of Dental Science conducted a
dental treatment camp for the children of
Pragathi Balabhavan. The medical team
reached the Balabhavan with a mobile
dental care unit equipped with modern
facilities and after conducting a dental
examination of all the children in the
Balabhavan, provided dental treatment to
all the children in need. 

Dental Medical Camp

      After the hardships and difficulties of the Covid era, it has been possible to
deliver Balabhavan in a good way as part of a big effort. The hardworking office
bearers, which increase to 21 children and 5 staff along with 13 member’s
management committee.
 The Pragathi Balabhavan Management Committee meets every month to
evaluate the progress and discuss future programmes. Also, arranging meetings
with the employees and children are held at regular intervals to give them the
necessary suggestions and find solutions to the problems they are experiencing.
Children's meetings are called at regular intervals and instructions are given to
them. This kind of meeting between the staff and the children is helpful for the
smooth functioning of the children's home.

PRAGATHI BALABHAVAN
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Yoga Day Celebration 

    While the world is fighting against
covid, once again reminding the
importance of yoga, the children of
Balabhavan conducted a yoga exhibition
following the corona norms. Then
Patanjali Yoga Training and Research
Center Ernakulam Vice President A K
Sanan delivered the Yoga Day message
through the online digital system.

 The Pragathi Balabhavan students
observed the children's day with the
volunteers NSS of Eldo Mar Baselios
College. Various arts and sports programs
were also staged by the students of NSS
volunteers and the children of
Balabhavan. Then NSS volunteers
distributed sports kits to the children of
Balabhavan. Ward Member Sindhu
Praveen Pragati Balabhavan Secretary PR
Siju, Sanal T Vijayan and MG Anand spoke
on the occasion. 

Children’s Day 

Deepavali Kudumbasangamam

    Pragathi Balabhavan's 10th
anniversary and Diwali family gathering
was held at Thrikariyur Devaswom
Board High School in a specially
prepared venue following Covid
Protocol. A family gathering of eminent
persons in the social and cultural field
was arranged. People from different
areas of Kothamangalam were present
in the family meeting which was held
with various art performances by the
children and other children of Bala
Bhavan.
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Deepavali Kudumbasangamam

VIVEKANANDA VIDYALAYAM

     Vivekananda Vidyalayam is affiliated with Bharatiya Vidyanikethan and is a
NIOS-approved LKG to 5th standard educational institution based at
Kothamangalam Thangalam. Value-based education is imparted and special
emphasis is placed on extracurricular subjects along with curricular subjects.
Like other projects, Vivekananda Vidyalayam also has a management
committee. Decision-making and implementation will be done through this
committee. 
 In the last working year, Vivekananda Vidyalayam had 210 students and 17
teaching and non-teaching staff. Children from all over Kothamangalam studied
in Vivekananda Vidyalayam. Vivekananda Vidyalayam followed an online
education in the Covid pandemic Situation. Under the proper supervision of the
teachers, the children were able to achieve great success. Due to the proper
supervision of the teachers on the children, it has been possible to achieve a
perfect success rate. Along with the curriculum, extra-curricular programs were
also included in the online education plan.
 At the beginning of this academic year, existing classes like 6th and 7th have
been cut and now LKG to 5th. Also, new teachers were appointed. 180 children
from different parts of Kothamangalam have received an education.
Vivekananda Vidyalaya is implementing various training programs for the skill
development of teachers. Examinations are conducted at regular intervals to
understand the learning level of the children.
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Women’s Day Celebration
Sevakiran Women Empowerment Society
for Total Integrity (SWESTI) is one of the
prestigious project of Sevakiran in the
field of women empowerment and child
development. SWESTI organizes
awareness classes and orientation
programmes to create awareness among
women about the need for education,
self-reliance and development, and also
organizes job skill programs among
women for livelihood and provides
incentives to start small enterprises and
special schemes to encourage women
entrepreneurs being devised and
implemented in Sevakiran SWESTI.

 Sevakiran SWESTI organizes awareness classes etc. to create awareness
among women about the need for education, self-reliance and development,
organizes job skill programs among women for livelihood and provides
incentives to start small enterprises and special schemes to motivate women
entrepreneurs are being devised and implemented in Sevakiran SWESTI.
Seminars and legal aid platforms are organized on various social problems
affecting women and family problems.
 The elected 13-member committee organizes various programs among
women for their upliftment. Also the role of Sevakiran SWESTI in Covid
Preventive activities is invaluable. During 2019-20, a team of SWESTI has
provided a lot of support to the initiative of Sevakiran by making the
necessary items like masks for Sevakiran.

SWESTI
Sevakiran Women Empowerment 

Society for Total Integrity 
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The Women Empowerment Seminar titled
“Unarv” was held at Pragathi Balabhavan
Hall under the auspices of Sevakiran
Women's empowerment wing SWESTI.
members from various units participated in
the seminar which was inaugurated by
Mrs. Bhanumathi teacher. 

Unarv (Seminar)

Sevakiran Charitable Society Felicitated
individuals who have shown their talent in
different areas under the name of
“Anumodana Sayanam”. Doctorate in
various subjects. Arundev PR, Dr. Babu
Manikat, Dr. Praveen KR, Guinness World
Record holder Master Ananda Krishnan,
Dalit Sahitya Akademi Ambedkar Awardee
Kalabhavan Shashi Krishna and Ravindran
Chenganath honoured the talents.
President K N Jayachandran Sevakiran
presided over the function and was
welcomed by Secretary K G Pradeep.
Patron EN Narayanan Namboothiri was
present.

Anumodana SayannamOther programes
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 Vaibhav is a project under Sevakiran with special emphasis on Tribal
development programs focusing on health and sanitation and delivering basic
infrastructure development programs for tribal communities isolated in the
society, medical aid to the needy, central and state schemes for tribal
communities, Conducting awareness programs for tribal women and youth
focusing on various issues of daily life, providing education and
accommodation for tribal children as per need, and projects to preserve and
promote unique arts, art forms and traditional farming methods among
tribal’s.
During the last working year, due to the severity of Covid, working among the
tribe experienced difficulty. However, in order to overcome the covid period, it
has been possible to provide various covid prevention activities and food
donation kits in the forest living areas inside and outside Kothamangalam.

VAIBHAV
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 Blood donation is being promoted, blood
donation camps are being organized and
awareness programs on blood donation are
being organized. A blood donation form
containing the names and details of the
blood groups of those who are interested in
donating blood is created and blood
donation is done as per requirement.
Last year, even in the situation of covid -19,
it was possible to donate almost 80 units of
blood for various patients in various
hospitals of the district by following the
norms.

SANJEEVANI BLOOD DONATION
FORUM

 Ashakiran Counseling Centre is a project
of under sevakiran which provides
Individual counselling, family counselling,
pre-marital counselling, de-addiction
counselling, and special counselling for
behavioural disorders are provided under
the guidance of qualified counsellors.
 Sevakiran Ashakiran Counseling Center
has been able to provide relief to those
who suffered in the first wave of 19 and
similarly in the second wave.

ASHKIRAN COUNSELLING CENTRE
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 Grama Seva Samithi is one of the prestigious projects of Sevakiran which is
working toward the aim of Village development through community participation
and empowering the rural community. Common Service Centres (CSC) Center acts
as Thrikariyoor Center for applying for State Central Schemes and easy delivery of
government services. Many people daily. Reaching out for CSC services. A special
committee is formed for Gram Seva Samithi and service activities are carried out
through that committee. The CSC Center, which was functioning as the Thrikariyur
junction centre during the last operational year, expanded its facilities and shifted it
to Thrikariyur temple premises.

E- Shram Registration

GRAMA SEVA SAMITHI

 as part of the flood rehabilitation
project of Sevakiran charitable society
provide financial assistance to the
flood victims of the Idukki district for
the renovation and reconstruction of
new houses. Around 20-plus houses
have been rebuilt through the
financial support given by the
organisation .

House Construction



Ambulance service

Counselling Service

Help desk

Food Kit Distribution

           The second wave of COVID-19 Sprang up and society is in a Panic
situation. the general public was totally disturbed in all aspects, and it was not
possible to maintain a normal social living with the huge hike in covid 19 cases.
As a committed social service organisation, Sevakiran charitable society and its
volunteers are capable of fighting against any calamity that may adversely
affect society. Sevakiran implemented various a number of relief activities
across the state with the support of various Civil service organisations like
Sevabharathi, Sewa International USA etc. The establishment of FLTCs and
Covid Care centres, round the clock Ambulance services, Food Kit distribution
to other needy people, Teli counselling Services etc created a massive impact
in society as the entire state or nation struggled with this catastrophe . The
following are the main activities initiated by Sevakiran, just have a look............
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Sevakiran Response to COVID 19

Covid Care Centres

Crematorium Service 



Established F L T Cs and Covid
Care Centres

    Govt. of Kerala has Provided First-
Line Treatment Centre all over Kerala.
But as the Spike increases to an
amazing extent, these arrangements
won’t suffice the needs. Considering
the Increase of covid patients in the
state, Sevakiran established 4 Covid
care centres in the Pathanamthitta,
Ernakulam, Idukki and Thrissur
districts of the state. The objective of a
COVID care centre is to enable
successful isolation and management
of asymptomatic cases. This helped to
contain the spread and manage the
people during the period of incubation.

Ambulance service

    Ambulances are plying all over
Kerala attributing service to the
patients affected by covid. Service is
provided to the patients from home to
the health centres and return. Around
125 ambulances were fully engaged in
the pandemic period to provide quality
medical service to the public 
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   As the increased demand for cremation
and funeral services during the pandemic
situation, Sevakiran started mobile
cremation and funeral service across the
state. The government authorities and
public cremation and funeral service
providers were stuck before the crisis as
the increased death rate.   The increased
demand for cremation and funeral service,
Crematoriums and burial grounds are
working around the clock to cope with the
surging number of deaths escalating due
to the coronavirus outbreak. 

Food  Kit Distribution
  Due to the lockdown restrictions there
existed a shortage of availability of food as a
result those infected with covid, and
quarantined found it difficult. Also, the
economically weaker sections were among
them who were largely hit due to
unemployment etc. Community kitchens
set up by the government proved
inadequate due to the increase in the test
positivity rate.
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Mobile Crematorium Service unit 
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Mental Health and Counselling

Service
    Covid-19 has caused significant distress
around the globe. Apart from the evident
physical symptoms in infected cases, it
has caused serious damage to public
mental health. The total lockdown and
social distancing have created a mental
depression in many people; especially,
children and old age people and among
those who were quarantined. To solve
such issues, Sevakiran commenced 118
telephonic counselling centres with 362
experienced counsellors among, all
districts of the state, A total of 1549
persons benefitted from this service.

Help desk

   As a committed social service
organisation, it is inevitable to have
positive responses to tackle any
emergency situations. Servakiran is
always at the forefront when it comes
to service for humanity during the
pandemic period. when the citizens
whose experiencing distrust, the
volunteers of Sevakiran were around
the nook and corner to support them.
started a help desk for connecting
with people and solving queries
related to the pandemic. These help
desk was utilized to provide the
society with information and support
related to the relief activities carried
on by sevabharathi



    During the year Sevakiran served the needy community by efficiently and
effectively implementing different projects. We have plans to provide
sustainable solutions to all segments of society in the coming years. With this
vision; we have planned up a lot more projects for the coming year in the field
of Tribal Welfare, Education, Women Empowerment, and Child Welfare
programmes.

We are moving ahead with our objectives to achieve the Vision.

Way ahead
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THANK YOU


